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Treatment Quality in Breast Cancer
Numbers, Age, and Breast Reconstruction
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The focus of this edition is provided by three articles on breast cancer. The care situation for older women receiving adjuvant therapy for breast cancer is represented by findings from the PATH tumor database based on patient reports on initial diagnosis and after two years’ follow-up (1). Research by the AQUA Institute analyzes the relationship between case numbers and quality of care for breast surgery in Germany (2), while a recent review article sorts the extensive data on breast reconstruction following breast cancer (3).

Prevalence
In Germany, breast cancer is the most common tumor disease in women, with more than 70,000 new cases per year (4). More and more women in older age groups will be affected in the future. As the development of certified breast centers has been ongoing for more than 12 years, high-quality, guideline-compliant systemic and oncological/reconstructive surgical care should now be available for all or at least for a majority of breast cancer patients. Surprisingly, only around 20% of all women in Germany currently receive or want breast reconstruction following mastectomy; this has been shown by an evaluation of data from the West German Breast Centre (WBC, Westdeutsches Brustzentrum) by Meyer-Marcotty et al. (5). There were differences in breast reconstruction rates in line with age, ranging from only 6% in those aged over 60 years to 20% in those aged between 40 and 60 years. Thus, age plays a role. Wishes and health may differ objectively according to age, but the possibility that physicians may provide different counseling, explanations, and treatment options to patients of different ages cannot be ruled out.

Less common as age increases
The article on adjuvant therapy discusses the fact that older women aged over 69 years, who accounted for 22% of the more than 3200 women in the study, were less likely to receive breast-conserving therapy, appropriate adjuvant systemic therapy (chemotherapy, anti-hormone therapy, or antibody therapy), or adjuvant radiotherapy than younger women (1). Later tumor stages and more unfavorable tumor biology were also significantly more common in the oldest patients. These statements confirm the findings of other research (6–8). In fact, in the last 15 years the breast cancer—specific mortality rate in women aged over 69 years in Germany has fallen less than the rate in younger women (4). There are various possible reasons for this, such as younger patients’ better access to participation in studies with innovative treatments or better treatment compliance as a result of better health. Alternatively, might this perhaps be evidence of an inappropriate failure to offer older women more intensive but guideline-compliant treatments? This research cannot provide a definitive explanation but certainly can increase awareness of guideline-compliant, age-appropriate treatment planning.

Higher case numbers correlated with positive quality parameters
Further insight and a finishing note to the studies on quality of surgical care for breast cancer are provided by the analysis of data from external inpatient quality assurance performed by authors at the AQUA Institute on structural processes in hospitals of various sizes (2). The analysis shows that higher case numbers also correlated with positive quality parameters. This finding is interpreted as showing that guidelines are obviously better implemented in hospitals with higher case numbers. The positive correlation between guideline compliance and oncological outcome is well-known (9). The validity of the urgent recommendation for women with breast cancer to be diagnosed and treated only in certified breast centers is confirmed in this analysis, although outcome parameters would enable much more definite statements to be made than process parameters. However, if a cut-off point can be inferred from the case number groups in the data presented here, interestingly, it would be a case number of 50 per year, substantially lower than the minimum number of 150 primary cases per year required of breast centers. Centers that treated more than 100 or more than 150 cases were no better than those that treated between 50 and 100 cases. In contrast, one parameter—frequency of longer waiting times from diagnosis to surgery, lasting more than three weeks—worsened again in centers with the highest case numbers. Reasons for this in hospitals with very high case numbers may be both capacity problems and higher use and implementation of complex diagnostics, including interface-related problems of associated screening units. However, the fact that certified centers with high use achieve better outcomes means that money should be invested in this.
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The review article by Gerber et al. on breast reconstruction summarizes a wealth of newer publications and scientific findings (3). However, as is often the case with surgical issues, these sources do not achieve a high level of evidence, as there is a lack of randomized trials. It is therefore extremely important that the best available evidence be defined. Increasingly promising possibilities for reconstruction, with dramatically better aesthetic outcomes than in the past, must be planned in the context of sometimes highly complex oncological issues for optimal patient benefit: now or later? Before or after chemotherapy? Before or after radiotherapy? Implant, autologous tissue, or both? There is no simple procedure for such decisions, but patients should be aware of the options.

**Tailored therapy**

New treatment options and, of course, options for breast reconstruction should be tailored to both the individual patient’s tumor stage and to her wishes and life situation. They should be offered to patients of all ages. It is important to understand that breast cancer is not an emergency and that there should be sufficient time for patients to obtain good-quality, comprehensive information in certified breast centers. Treating physicians must inform all patients individually of the various treatment options, particularly the types of reconstruction now available. This includes those they do not themselves perform.
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